DI5 IS HIRING

Project Manager

ProjecProject

DIRTT — DOING IT RIGHT THIS TIME
DIRTT is a leading technology-driven manufacturer of highly customized interiors. DIRTT
combines ICE®, its proprietary 3D design, configuration and manufacturing software, with
its integrated in-house manufacturing of its innovative, prefabricated interior construction
solutions including: DIRTT Walls, DIRTT Power, DIRTT Networks, DIRTT Millwork and
DIRTT Floors. DIRTT continues to grow at a rapid rate generating $260M in sales last year,
with projects and representation in North America, Europe, Asia and the Middle East.

DI5
DI5 is DIRTT’s local distribution partner in Atlantic Canada, with many successful
installations in all four provinces. DI5’s ownership has decades of experience in the local
construction market, and seeks to support their success and growth by hiring a forwardthinking, hardworking individual, with an entrepreneurial mindset. The right candidate will
seize this unique opportunity to bring innovative construction solutions to the local
commercial, healthcare and education markets.
Roles and Responsibilities
DI5’s Project Manager will:


Understand that a DIRTT project is not a product installation. Working with DIRTT
is an innovative and unique experience for every client, from initial education
through to final walkthrough;



Simultaneously manage multiple projects from order acceptance through to project
close. He or she will represent DI5’s business interests on the job site, ensuring a
positive customer experience from start to finish; and the installation is carried out
seamlessly.



Assist in creating internal DI5 processes to align with DIRTT’s



Oversee and manage the work of DI5’s design team and installation crews to set
priorities and tasks



Be DI5’s main point of contact with the client’s project team for all communications
relating to project implementation



Manage projects within budget parameters:
o Thorough understanding of contract requirements
o Obtain fair and accurate installation quotes
o Compile and review risk items with DI5 team
o Track and account for all change orders, deficiencies, and chargebacks



Understand the scope of work on site and know all the details of a project;



Attend all job onsite projects meetings and communicate with onsite personnel
including the general contractor and sub-trades;



Understand all local code requirements including construction, millwork, power
and networks; and



Ensure DIRTT solutions are installed to specifications and quality standards as
outlined in warranty documents

A DI5 Project Manager can effectively manage these responsibilities because the skills they
possess include:


A high sense of urgency, able to execute tasks efficiently and calmly when
multitasking and quick thinking are required;



A self-motivated and entrepreneurial nature: a problem solver;



An aptitude with technology and willingness to learn;



Outstanding interpersonal skills that let them work closely with all project
stakeholders as well as DIRTT teammates, including Sales and Design, to manage
expectations and ensure the client’s experience is a positive one;



Strong organizational and documentation skills to accurately capture the details of
each project and scope of work;

Education and Experience


A Bachelor of Science degree in building construction or construction
management, or PMP designation, or a technical diploma in engineering or
architecture; and



Three to five years of construction, architectural or related experience.



Previous knowledge of DIRTT’s solutions and an understanding of how DIRTT is
installed, would be an asset.



Hands-on experience with Microsoft Office, AutoCAD™ and other 3D software,
and an enthusiasm for learning new software programs, are also of added
benefit.

Remuneration will be commensurate with experience.

Please send resume and cover letter to: Akirk@dirtt.net and

fchisholm@iafltd.com . For more information on DIRTT, please visit www.dirtt.net

